
OPINION

Greater Dallas Community Council of
Everything deserves 75th birthday
ovation

Mychael Patterson, who works with AIDS ARMS in Dallas, holds his dog, Stitch, during the 24th AIDS LifeWalk last year. The Community Council of Greater
Dallas helped launch AIDS ARMS in 1985, when many groups in the region still turned their backs on this tragedy. (DMN photo)

By Sharon Grigsby
11:36 AM on Oct 30, 2015

Thanks to North Texas' well-earned reputation for nonprofit generosity, we've got more Greater Dallas Councils of (fill

in the blank) than we can say grace over. So it's understandable if the rather vaguely named "Community Council of

Greater Dallas" doesn't ring a bell.

The Community Council of
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you are likely asking.

Perhaps "Community Council of Everything" is the best answer. After all, when this group formed 75 years ago, social-

service organizations that were focused on just one issue -- whether that be childhood education, drug and alcohol
abuse or senior care -- were rare, if not nonexistent. So this one tried its best to do it all.

The Community Council of Greater Dallas was among the first social-service operations here, dating back to 1940,

when ours was a city of street cars and home to a mere 295,000 residents. As the video below shows, the Community

Council and Dallas grew up together in many ways. And the Community Council led the way in incubating and

launching dozens of the social-service operations that today focus on vital niches of our community. You can learn
more about the Community Council and see the full list of nonprofits it gave birth to

here

.
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I suspect that the Community Council gets less attention than many other well-deserving operations because it

does the quiet, behind-the scenes work required to bring together the right players in order to create and coordinate

solutions. A few examples:

-- In 1948, producing a landmark study showing that 90 percent of homes in West Dallas still lacked running water

and other basics that most of the area took for granted.

-- In 1985, creating

AIDS ARMS

(Assistance and Resource Management System) mobile response system at a time when the wretched AIDS tragedies
were still being ignored by many.

-- Helping launch organizations that are now cornerstones of our community: The Martin Luther King Center, Head

Start of Greater Dallas, The Concilio and the Volunteer Center of North Texas.

Dallas Cowboys great Emmett Smith knows about the Community Council of Greater Dallas. He's the group's

featured speaker Monday
at the 75th anniversary luncheon.

A footnote to the research I did this week on the Community Council. You don't have to watch the video above more

than once to be reminded of some of the saddest chapters in our city's history. For instance, the story of West Dallas,

dating back to before the Community Council study.

Wednesday West Dallas was center stage as the City Council debated spending $3 million to move a concrete plant
from one spot in that community to another. (

Our editorial board supported the move

.)

As our

newsroom reported
:

After a long, difficult debate Wednesday morning — about money, about neighborhoods, about the environment,

about education, about politics and personalities — the council voted, just barely, to approve the subsidy to help the

plant move.

Among the long-time residents who spoke against the move was Debbie Solis, who said to council members and the
experts who tried to assuage health concerns, “I don’t trust y’all. Everything I heard now I heard with the lead as a

child.”

Solis is referring to
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the lead smelters that poisoned West Dallas for decades. And to other industry there. And to other
injustices before that. Like lack of running water until the Community Council pressured the region for
action.

That's where the Community Council of Greater Dallas' 75th anniversary and the West Dallas concrete plant

controversy intersect. The Community Council won't right every wrong, but they're passionately engaged in trying to

fill every gap to make North Texas a more healthy and whole community.

This too-often-anonymous group deserves a standing ovation.

Sharon Grigsby. As the DMN City Columnist and a fourth-generation Texan, I'm focused on all things Dallas. I made what I
expected would be a short career stopover here in 1980 and, this many years later, I'm still working to make this a better city
for all its residents. You'll also find me raising my voice on behalf of mental health care and women's issues.

sgrigsby@dallasnews.com  /sharonfgrigsby  @SharonFGrigsby
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